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Abstract—Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems represent a crucial aspect in the efficient and effective management of
large-scale enterprises, in particular for those made up of several
sites distributed all over the world. The increasing number of
documents to be managed, the problems related to the sharing
of private information between commercial partners, the need
for semantically describing the contents of shared documents
have pushed researchers to find new techniques and solutions
to deal with these challenges. We already presented the high
level description of a joint project of the Department of Informatics, Bioengineering, Robotics and System Engineering of the
University of Genoa, Italy, and two companies, Nacon (member
of Sempla Group, now part of the GFT Group) and Nis, to create
an improved ECM system (named EC2 M) exploiting ontologies to
better classify, retrieve and share documentation among different
sites of the involved companies: in this paper, we give a more
detailed description of the project, with respect to its modules
and to the underlying ontology used to classify documents. We
present the automatic documents classification algorithm too,
with an example of its execution. The developed system, which
was born from a real industrial need, is currently used by GFT
Italy to manage and share its documents among more than 600
users distributed in many different geographical locations and,
thanks to the ontology, the semantic tagging process and the
automatic documents forwarding have been successfully achieved.
This joint project proves how a more formal representation of the
documents domain can effectively improve the standard way of
classifying and retrieving documents in real industrial scenarios,
representing a winning collaboration between university and
industry.
Keywords– Ontologies, Semantic Classification, Knowledge Representation, Industrial Application, Automatic Documents Classification.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

This paper presents in detail the “Enterprise Cloud Content
Management (EC2 M)” system, that was previously described
in [1]: it is an “Enterprise Content Management” system
deployed over a cloud platform, improved with the capability
of semantically tagging the documents using an ontology and
exploiting context information from mobile devices. This paper
is an extended version of the previous one, and presents new
information about the architecture and the implementation

of the system modules, about the underlying ontology and
about the classification algorithm used to automatically tag
documents. Figures and results have been updated too, to
reflect the actual running system.
The international Association for Information and Image
Management (AIIM), the worldwide association for enterprise
content management, defined the term “Enterprise Content
Management” in 2000, but it has been updated many times
to adhere to the continuous new market needs. The more
recent definition is: Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
is the strategies, methods and tools used to capture, manage,
store, preserve, and deliver content and documents related
to organizational processes. ECM covers the management of
information within the entire scope of an enterprise whether
that information is in the form of a paper document, an
electronic file, a database print stream, or even an email [2].
ECM is an “umbrella term” covering document management,
web content management, information search, collaboration,
records management and many other tasks, but it is primarily
aimed at managing the life-cycle of information, from initial
publication or creation to its disposal, to preserve a company’s
internal (often unstructured) information, in all of its forms.
Therefore, most ECM solutions focus on Business-toEmployee (B2E) systems, but nowadays, thanks to the improvement of the IT capabilities and because of the increasing
users’ need to classify documents according to their meaning,
these systems have grown in complexity and often integrate
modules to exploit more structured information, taxonomies,
dictionaries and so on.
This trend is identified both in the industrial area ([3],
[4]), where the focus is usually on improving already existing products and on increasing their usability, efficiency and
functionalities, both in the academic field, where the focus is
more on studying new knowledge representation formats and
their exploitation in automatic data analysis, classification and
storage for automatic reasoning or user centric services (see
next Section).
Many vendors are offering products in this area, starting from the commercial ones (Microsoft, IBM and Oracle)
moving to many powerful open source solutions (for example
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Alfresco [5], Plone [6] and SenseNet [7]). The new trend in this
field is to create ECM systems that can automatically extract
information from documents to classify them or add a semantic
layer to tag documents in a more structured and interesting
way: this is the area where the EC2 M project is located.
The problem of classifying, retrieving and sharing documents among users and companies pertains to the research field
of knowledge sharing, whereas the problem of semantically
tagging documents pertains to that of the knowledge representation. Both fields are relevant both from an academic and
an industrial viewpoint, and this motivates the joint academicindustry EC2 M project. In EC2 M, we used ontologies as a
way to structure information describing documents and their
content.
Many similar studies and projects have been conducted in
this area: an example of a commercial ECM system semantically enriched is SmartLogic [8], which offers an automatic
classification, based on an automatically-extracted taxonomy
of documents. Many open source systems have been developed
to integrate semantic services in the document/information
management, among which H-DOSE [9], OPEN-CALAIS [10]
and APACHE STANBOL [11]. Even if they are not ECM
systems according to the standard definition, they deal with
very similar problems.
We decided to exploit for our system some of these
open-source systems (as described later), to be able to freely
combine them to get an improved ECM system. None of the
available systems offered a complete solution to our problem,
so we adopted a mesh-up approach, based on open source
softwares, and we then integrated in it an ad hoc ontology,
shared among the different nodes of the network, to model the
documents types and their content.
The system offers a publish/subscribe service and is based
on a cloud platform. It also takes exploits contextual information on the location and device used by the user to
implement context-awareness. In this way, the resulting system
takes advantage of well known and high quality open source
softwares and of a powerful cloud platform, and enriches the
available solutions with new techniques not used in standard
ECM systems.
EC2 M is thus a concrete industrial-academic example of
how these technologies can be composed and improved to
create a new powerful system, which can be actually used
by enterprises.
The rest of the paper is organized in six sections: Section II
presents the state of the art regarding similar academic systems,
Section III describes the EC2 M system, Section IV presents the
ontology, Section V shows the actual implemented system,
Section VI describes the automatic classification algorithm
used in the system and, finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.
II.

S TATE OF THE ART

If we look at academic research, many studies underline
how a semantic and structured representation of the domain
(with ontologies or similar techniques) can improve systems
like CMSs, where documents and data must be stored and

classified, manually or automatically, so that users can easily
find what they are looking for.
For example we can cite [12], describing the Rhizomer
CMS, which tags its items using semantic metadata semiautomatically extracted from multimedia sources, or [13],
which proposes a framework to manage and share written
information contents using an ad-hoc knowledge model for
an industrial research center, or [14], which presents an
open architecture framework based on the open-source CMS
OpenCMS and a Java-based web management system for
learning objects, which were derived from the instructional
materials used in several postgraduate courses.
More recently, many other analyses and examples have
been realized.
In [15], a set of tools have been developed to semiautomatically explicate the semantics of a content repository
into a knowledge-base and to establish semantic bridges between this knowledge-base and the content repository (the
tools set is complemented with a search engine that makes use
of the explicated semantics). In [16], a semantic-based content
abstraction and annotation approach is proposed: based on this
approach, a semantic-driven content management environment
has been developed to deliver the right content to the right
user at the right time. According to the authors of [17],
dealing with problems and possible architectural solutions in
managing heterogeneous oceanographic data are reported, a
careful employment of ECM systems may be beneficial in that
setting, with no need to adopt complex ad hoc solutions that
are difficult to maintain by personnel not specifically skilled
in data-handling techniques. A data model to support the
storage of refined data in structured repositories is developed
and presented in that paper as well. In [18], the described
approach is to model context (the public documents of a Public
Administration) in an ontology and to use that ontology to infer
content-related metadata to be associated to the documents,
avoiding to do this operation manually.
Our project is mainly focused on the knowledge representation and sharing research areas, but it takes into account
software design problematics too, like those found in usercentric and context aware systems development: many academic research works dealing with these topics exist, proposing different solutions and approaches.
For example, in [19] the Multiagent paradigm is used
as underlying architecture to develop distributed intelligent
ubiquitous systems where applications and services can communicate in a distributed way with intelligent agents, even from
mobile devices, while in [20] the authors present a framework
to develop context-aware dialogue systems that dynamically
incorporate user specific requirements and preferences as well
as characteristics about the interaction environment, in order
to improve and personalize web information and services. In
[21], a distributed architecture called inContexto, which uses
mobile phones, is used to infer physical actions performed by
users starting from user context information. Starting from the
assumption that the human context within which a software
system will operate is fundamental for its requirements, in
[22] a framework based on the socio-psychological Activity
Theory and its analysis of human contexts is presented.
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We also found systems that exploit ontologies to improve knowledge sharing, but dealing with domains that are
completely different from ours (for example [23], which is
a semantic television content management system based on
ontologies) or relying on different architectures (for example
[24], where an Ontology Server (OS) component is created
to be used in a distributed content management grid system):
even if the domains or the proposed solutions are different,
the underling problem still remains the same, proving that it
is still open and studied.
III.

T HE EC 2 M S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Enterprise Cloud Content Management (EC2 M) system was born from the collaboration among the Department of
Informatics, Bioengineering, Robotics and System Engineering
of the University of Genoa and two outstanding IT Italian
enterprises, namely Nacon (member of the Sempla Group,
now GFT Italy, specialized in the design and implementation
of complex systems, ECMs, and process management) and
Network Integration & Solutions (Nis), specialized in the
design and development of network products and services for
businesses, public administration and end-users.
The developed system is a Content Management System
that aims to automatically classify documents with respect
to an ontology defining the possible predefined tags (and,
at the same time, to help users in semantically tagging
documents that they are manually inserting in the system):
these documents will be then shared among different partners
(called “Nodes of the EC2 M network”, which are companies or
companies’ sites, which need to collaborate and agree on using
the common ontology to tag documents), located in various
physical locations, in an automatic way.
The types of documents and their possible contents are
modeled using an ontology that formally describes them; the
ontology instances are used to tag the documents with semantic
information. Every user in the system is able to subscribe to a
set of “interests” (chosen from the instances in the ontology)
so that when a new document is inserted in the EC2 M network
and tagged (manually or automatically) with terms from the
ontology, those users that are interested in those terms are proactively informed that a new document is available.
The routing process, which in our case is the process
of informing the Nodes in the EC2 M network about the
existence of new documents and of consequently sharing them,
is demanded to a Central Router Node.
A software module manages the context (location and
device) where the user is acting, to give the user a subset of
the information he needs considering the device he is working
on.
The system is deployed over the Cloud Amazon Web
Services (AWS) platform (using it as an “Infrastructure as a
Service”), which is a good compromise between cost and performances. This solution allows to simply scale the number of
nodes in the EC2 M network or to scale the physical resources
used to manage the network, to get better performances, and at
the same time grants a reliable Central Router implementation,
avoiding the standard “single point of failure” problem related
to the centralized routing architecture.

Anyway, the EC2 M system has been designed to run on a
private physical network too.
The EC2 M system offers “internal services” to individual
nodes (corresponding to an enterprise site) and “external
services” to let nodes interact. Looking at individual nodes,
the so called “semantic publish/subscribe” service allows every
user to declare the arguments he is interested in, chosen from
those described in the ontology, and then makes available
(globally on the network and locally to the node) the documents matching the subscribed interests.
Looking at the complete network, that is, at the services
connecting different nodes, the aim of the system is to allow
users from different nodes to be informed of documents, on
other nodes, which are interesting for them. This is where the
ontology comes into play: sharing interesting documents across
nodes is in fact possible because the nodes share a common
ontology (or a subpart of it).
Every node in the network may have privacy policies,
because not every document of a node should be read by all the
other nodes: maybe only some information as title, abstracts,
etc. can be shared. These policies are managed by the Nodes.
Issues related to policy management are out of scope of this
paper and are not described here.
Every document is characterized by a set of standard
attributes (or tags), like its Name, Creation date, Abstract and
so on, whereas the document type is chosen from the ontology:
then the user can add other tags in a manual or semi-automatic
way (see more details in Section V), selecting the values from
the instances of the ontology and driven by their relationships.
The EC2 M system can be “instantiated” many times, to
be useful for different groups of enterprises (that is, for new
enterprises’ networks): a new ontology, describing types of
documents and their possible contents must be created, but
the overall structure and behavior remain the same. In this
sense, EC2 M is “parametric” in the used ontology.
The core portion of the functional requirements (services)
specification of EC2 M system has been created using the
method proposed in [25], and consisted of: (1) an UML Use
Case Diagram, (2) the Use Case descriptions, (3) a glossary,
and (4) the screen mockups (sketches of the future GUIs).
During the project meetings, the industrial partners found the
screen mockups (and the glossary) very effective in improving
the comprehensibility of the use cases and useful to identify
early ambiguities in the requirements specification.
We do not list here the Use Cases, but the services of the
system are presented in the next Sections, with information
about their implementation and coordination.
The main services are those related to the documents
management, and are associated to the GUIs described later.
The algorithm for automatically tagging a new document is
explained in Section VI. The manual insertion of a new
document is described with a concrete example in Section V.
Lastly, the system offers services reserved to the administrator
of the Node, for example those regarding the approval of
the automatically tagged documents, the management of the
ontology, users and of the rules for distributing documents over
the network: those are cited while describing the Modules that
use them.
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Figure 1.

The high level architecture of the EC2 M system.
Figure 2.

The software architecture of the Central Router.

Figure 3.

The software architecture of the EC2 M system.

Looking at the system architecture from a high level point
of view, the system is divided into different modules (see
Figure 1):
•

Graphical User Interface (GUI): front end of the
system, where users can log in from a local terminal
and can insert/retrieve/manage documents (based on
the ontology);

•

Soap and Rest Services: used by the GUIs and by the
mobile application which, exploiting context information, lets the user access the system from a remote
device;

•

Crawler: software that explores predefined hard disk
sectors to find documents that are sent to the Loader;

•

Loader (or Classifier): module that automatically extracts from the documents tags corresponding to those
in the ontology and that enriches the documents with
tags related to those already manually associated with
the document, using the instances in the ontology and
their relationships;

•

Ontology Manager: module that queries and manages
the ontology;

•

Content Manager: module that stores the documents
and manages their sharing and retrieval;

•

(Local) Router: module that manages the sharing of
documents between nodes;

•

Rules manager: module that the Router uses in order
to define, and dynamically create, routing rules.

On the right side of Figure 1, the arrow points to the EC2 M
Central Router, reported in Figure 2. In Figure 3, the reader
can see which (existing or new) software modules have been
used to implement the EC2 M system: in the next subsections
we give more details on the functionalities and implementation
of the different modules.
On each Node Apache ServiceMix is installed: the Crawler,
the Classifier and the Router Modules exploit many of its
services to implement their functionalities, as described later.

A. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
At design time, we decided to create GUIs simply changeable with respect to the user desires, so that any user can
adapt its interfaces. To achieve this goal, we adopted Liferay
[26], which is a well known Portal Server. With this platform,
the GUIs are portlets that can be plugged into any pre-existing
portal. To develop these portlets we used AJAX Vaadin, which
is already integrated in the version 6 of Liferay.
Starting from the Use Cases describing the services that
must be provided by the system, many GUIs (portlets) have
been implemented. The main ones are:
•

UploadPortlet: this GUI lets the user insert a new
document. As shown later in Section V, from this
GUI the user can manually associate tags, selected
from the ontology, to the document. Furthermore, as
last step before confirming the insertion, the system
will suggest the user some more tags to be related to
the document;

•

SearchPortlet: this GUI lets the user search for documents. This GUI helps the user specifying the search
criteria, which will be based on the ontology and on
standard document properties (author, creation date
and so on);
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•

•

ApprovePortlet: users can also put documents in a
shared folder and let the Classifier automatically classify them (that is, adding tags from the ontology).
These documents must be analyzed by a super user
before they are really inserted into the system and
shared among users. From this GUI the super user
can analyze the automatically associated tags (with the
algorithm shown in Section VI), can modify them and
lastly can move on with the insertion of the documents
in the system;
SubscribePortlet: from this GUI the user can subscribe
to a set of arguments that he is interested in. These
arguments are chosen from those in the shared ontology, so that when a new document tagged with one
of these arguments is inserted in the network, the user
can be automatically informed by the Router Module.

Other GUIs exist to manage the administrative data, such as
the users list, the current used ontology, the users permissions
and so on.
GUIs exploit the SOAP/REST interfaces, described later,
to invoke the services offered by the system.
B. The Crawler and the Classifier Modules
Apache ServiceMix offers many services and components:
some of them help polling the file system, also using the FTP
protocol. The Crawler Module is a plugin of the local instance
of ServiceMix and exploits these services to cyclically search
for new documents in predefined shared folders, where users
can put documents.
These documents are then sent to the Classifier, which is
again a plugin of ServiceMix (but is installed on the cloud):
for each document received from the Crawler, it automatically
selects related tags (as shown in Section VI) from the ontology
and associates them to the document. Then these documents
can be analyzed by the superuser to be definitively inserted
into the Content Manager.
C. Ontology Manager
To create and manage the ontology we adopted the Web
Ontology Language (OWL [27]) and Protégé [28]. The ontology is not subject to frequent changes: if it needs to be
modified, this is done using Protégé and then the new version
is again made available to the framework for queries.
D. SOAP/REST service
To let different clients interact with the system (from
outside of the local Node or from the Node itself), we created
a SOAP and a REST interfaces for the main services:
•

uploadDocument: it is invoked to add a new document,
with its tags, to the content manager;

•

search: it lets the invoker searching for a document,
specifying as input a list of tags;

•

getDocument: it returns the document with the identification number given in input;

•

getOntology: it returns the ontology used in the system;

•

updatePosition: it is used to send the current position
of a mobile device to the Node;

•

getTicket: it takes as inputs a username and a password
and returns an “authorization token” to let the user be
identified in the system;

•

subscribeUserFeed: it stores the user interests, given
as input;

•

retrieveUserFeed: it returns the list of user interests.

E. Content Manager
To physically manage the documents, we adopted Alfresco,
a well known open source Java Content Management System:
this system allowed us to exploit all the facilities of a high
performances business platform with the good property of
being an open source software. Furthermore, Alfresco takes
advantage of many other well known open source systems like
Spring, Hibernate, Lucene and MyFaces, helping developers in
creating high quality software in a cost and time limited way.
F. Router
The Router Module is a plugin of ServiceMix, and manages
the distribution of the documents in and out of the Node.
There is a Router Module on each Node: this module is in
charge of informing the node’ users of the presence of new
documents (local documents or on other nodes) and then of
informing the other nodes (thank to the Central Router) of
the existence of new documents. The local Router knows
the users interested in the new documents (considering the
subscribed interests of each user) and, thanks to the Rules
Manager Module (described later), can inform them of their
existence. Furthermore, it knows the documents exchange rules
so it will also distribute the document (or only some parts,
for example the title and abstract) to the Central Router (that
will spread it to the other interested nodes). The local Router
receives the documents from the Central Router too: then it
sends these new documents to its Classifier so that they can
be inserted into the local CMS.
G. Rules manager
Drools [29] is a well known open source system to create
and manage business policies. Being this tool really stable,
powerful and already integrated into ServiceMix, we decided
to exploit it instead of developing a new module from scratch.
The Drools rules are created thanks to an Eclipse plugin and
then are read by the Router Module.
For example these are some of the rules regulating the
documents notification to users:
•

A Notification regarding a new document is sent only
to users that subscribed to a topic that appears among
the document tags.

•

If a requested document is bigger than 1MB, only a
link to the document is sent to the Mobile Users (not
physically present in the Node), while the complete
document is sent if it is smaller than 1MB.
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•

When a new document is inserted on a Node, only
a link to it is to be sent to all the interested local
standard (not-mobile) users (because they can directly
download it from the local repository).

H. The central Router
The central Route, described in Figure 2, is developed exploiting again Apache ServiceMix as platform, whit the same
plugin used for the Router Module, since their functionality is
quite the same. As for the other modules, Drools is used to
manage the routing rules and Jena is used to interface with the
ontology. This Node manages the interaction among the Nodes
in the network, distributing the new documents with respects
to the subscribed interests of the Nodes. It owns the list of the
Nodes in the network, and knows for each Node which are the
topics, chosen from the common ontology, they are interested
in (that are those the users of that Node are interested in): in
this way the Central Router is able to correctly forward new
documents among Nodes, avoiding flooding them with useless
documents.
Its availability is assured by the cloud platform where it is
deployed, reducing the risk of a single point of failure and of
low performances.
I. Context Awareness
A mobile application for smartphones was developed for
the system: it is able to identify the location of a user currently
away from its company node and to act consequently, to let
the user be informed of new documents or to let him search
for documents in the system from a mobile device.
A “Fingerprint” (a set of information characterizing the
Node) was calculated once for each Node and saved in the
mobile application, so that it is able to identify when the
user is near to its company Node and to move on with the
automatic check-in (precondition to use the system). This
context awareness algorithm for automatic check-in is called
LRACI and is described in details in [30]: its performances
are device independent, it is based on GPS/HPS information
and is able to exploit Wi-Fi access points in an opportunistic
way.
Thanks to this module, that interacts with the system using
to the REST/SOAP interfaces developed for it, users can
exploit the EC2 M system services from mobile devices in a
transparent and automatic way.

IV.
2

T HE O NTOLOGY

The EC M system was designed to work with any ontology
describing the documents to be shared and their contents. To
start with a concrete example, we decided to design, implement
and use an ontology modeling the Sempla’s business proposal.
With respect to [1], the ontology structure has been changed a
little, while some more instances have been created. Furthermore, we added many labels that are used in the automatic
classification algorithm and in the GUIs, as described in the
next Sections.

Sempla, as a brand, was founded in 2009 and operates
in System Integration and Information Technology consulting.
It has nearly three decades of experience with the most
important Italian groups from the Financial, Production and
Public sectors. Now Sempla has been transformed into GFT
Italy, member of the GFT Group: we will anyway refer in the
paper to Sempla, to keep consistence with [1].
This domain was chosen because Sempla is a very large
enterprise, covering different business areas, so its documentation presents many types of documents and a large set of terms
that are of interest for different users. These terms and types of
documents are quite common in this business area, so modeling
the Sempla domain is the best choice because the emerging
ontology is correct also for Nacon (that now is member of
the Sempla Group) and for Nis (that often collaborates with
Nacon so can easily adhere to the ontology), which are the
other Nodes in the system.
A. The Ontology Design
To model the domain with an ontology (as defined in [31]),
we adopted the Noy and McGuinness methodology [32], which
being an agile method is very suitable for collaborating with
industrial partners. This methodology foresees these stages:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

determine the domain and scope of the ontology;
consider reusing existing ontologies;
enumerate important terms in the ontology;
define the classes and the class hierarchy;
define the properties of classes-slots;
define the facets of the slots;
create instances.

The first step was quite simple to follow: the domain of the
ontology was the Sempla’s business proposal. It is translated
into a complex organization of the logic concepts that describe
what Sempla offers to its costumers, in terms of products and
high technical and management consultancy.
Documents must be tagged to describe, with instances
found in the ontology, their structure (some type of documents
can have many attachments) and above all their technical
and business items: for every business market Sempla has a
“portofolio” of products and consultancy services that is well
organized and defined.
We searched for similar ontologies, but we were not able to
find one that was useful for modeling our domain. Maybe other
companies own a similar ontology, but they are not public. We
also considered existing ontologies, for example Bibo ontology
[33], but we did not use them because they share only very few
terms with those used in our domain. We could use the already
exiting Sempla’s documentation, which offered us an already
well-defined set of terms describing the domain, although in
natural language and not structured in any standard format.
The third step was conducted with the collaboration of the
domain experts, which were the scientists from Sempla, Nacon
and Nis. The majority of the terms was collected analyzing
the brochures describing Sempla’s business proposal (one is
summarized in Table I) as well as a large set of documents
selected as example from the real ones and a list of terms
created by the “users-to-be” of the system, which listed the
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TABLE I.

T HE S EMPLA BUSINESS PROPOSAL (B USINESS I TEMS ) FOR THE “F INANCIAL S ERVICES ” MARKET, GROUPED BY B USINESS A REAS .

Business IT Consulting

Digital Marketing &
Design

Business Solution

IT Solutions

IT Services

BPO

BPR;
Studi di fattibilitá;
Enterprise
architecture planning;
Program management
consulting;
Organizzazione
processi IT;
Project portfolio
management.

Web & Content
Design;
User Experience;
Community
management;
Digital Advertising;
Augmented
Experience.

Credit & Risk
Management;
Credito Lab;
Credito al consumo;
Filiale a CRM;
Contact center;
Pagamenti, Monetica,
ATM/POS;
Finance & Wealth
Planning;
Controlli e
compliance;
Sicurezza e
Antifrode;
Tesoreria;
Human Resources;
Reporting & Business
Intelligence;
Leasing & Factoring;
Banca Virtuale;
Project Portfolio;
General ledger.

System
Integration
Framework;
Application
Frameworks;
Metodologie di
Delivery;
Multicanalitá;
Enterprise Content
Management;
DB Administrator.

Application
Management;
Application
Modernization;
IT Infrastructure
Management;
ITIL Implementation.

Contact Centre;
Back Office;
Fiscalitá Locale;
Postalizzazione;
Business travel
management;
Formazione, RollOut,
Help Desk.

terms (corresponding to logic concepts used in their work)
that they would like to use to classify a document.
To define the classes and their structure, we asked the
domain experts to describe in details the types of documents
they use, the most relevant information characterizing them
and how they model the different business markets. We also
took inspiration from the file system where documents were
stored: the directories were partially organized as the business
areas, and this organization reflected the way Sempla divides
its business proposal.
The definition of the properties was done following a
similar process.
As a last step, we manually inserted the instances in the
ontology: the instances are named using some of the terms
listed before, and the properties join them to completely
describe the domain. It should be noted that in this process,
stating what had to become a class and what an instance
was a complex task, because some logical concepts of the
domain may be mapped into a class (if we foresee a possible
future extension) or into an instance as well (because they are
something already stable and with different properties values),
for example for Market instances. In these cases, we must
consider that only instances will be used to tag documents, so
it was an obliged decision to model those terms as instances.
Since the ontology is aimed at being used by Italian users,
it was created in Italian but some terms (in particular the
instances’ names) are in English, to maintain a link with
the existing documentation and Sempla’s internal standards:
we are aware that having an ontology with both Italian and
English terms was not a perfect solution, but since Classes
and Instances should be used as tags for many already existing documents, and considering that their names should be
searched inside the text of the documents, we adopted anyway
this solution.

B. The ontology details
The Sempla business proposal is organized considering
different business markets, to propose ad hoc solutions for
each area. Each high level business market is called Mercato
(Market), and each Mercato is characterized by some distinct
Settore (Sectors) (see Figure 4). To give and explanation of
what we assume to be a market, consider that its instances are
“Product”, “Financial Services” and “Insurance”, describing
the main activities of the costumers operating in each market.
Starting from this macro division of areas, all the other classes
are related and organized considering these three sectors. For
example, each costumer (class Cliente o Prospect) refers to
one sector, so that his market is uniquely identified.
The Sempla business proposal is created combining
different items, identified with the class Business Item,
which are divided into different types (subclasses) and that
refer to six different Business Areas (as shown in Table I),
modeled with the class Area Business, with instances: “Business IT consulting”, “Business project outsourcing (BPO)”,
“Digital Marketing And Design”,
“Business Solution”,
“IT services”, “IT solutions”.

Figure 4.

Class Mercato (Market) and its main relationships.
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Figure 5.

Class Business Item and its main relationships.

Every Business Item can be associated with only one
Area business but can be offered to different Markets. A business item that is offered in many markets is called “cross market”. The class that groups these items is defined with a necessary and sufficient condition, and is called BI Cross Mercato.
In a similar way, the class AB cross mercato is defined with
the necessary and sufficient condition that it collects the
business areas offering at least one “cross market” item.
The business items are divided into four disjoint subclasses:
Prodotto (Product), which can be developed by a Partner,
Soluzione (Solution), Servizio (Service), Attivitá professionale
(Professional Activity). These classes are related with class
Ambito Tecnico (Technical Area) describing at high level the
IT area they refer to (for example “Client Server Application”,
“Mobile Application” and so on).
The relationships between the classes described above are
shown in Figure 5.
The documents that must be classified are divided into
different types, modeled with the classes (subclasses of Documento (Document)):
•

Proposal (class Documento offerta), which describes
a business proposal to a costumer;

•

Technical attachment (class Allegato tecnico offerta),
which is a technical attachment describing at least one
Business item and one Ambito Funzionale;

•

Presentation (class Presentazione), that describes the
Sempla business proposal to a specific Market, and
that must be related to at least one Business item.

Class Partners represents a list of possible third parties
companies involved in the proposal.
We only show Object properties in figures and do not report
instances of every class. In Section V, the reader can find some
of these instances shown in figures and tables, while they are
used by the EC2 M interface to help user tagging a document.
C. Exploiting the ontology
As described before, the main goal of the ontology is to
formally model the domain and to store the common information needed to tag documents, using the ontology instances, in
the system.
But the ontology has been also used to store other information related to Classes and Instances that will be used by
the GUIs and by the automatic classification module.
Regarding the exploitation of the ontology by the GUIs,
please consider that the EC2 M system was created to help different users, from different companies, to share documents. It
is possible that users speak different languages: consequently,
the GUIs should adapt to the desired language. Similarly, some
classes or instances names suffer of a formalism that is due to
OWL, but that could create confusion to the end users. Since
GUIs read from the ontology the possible tags and have to
show the users them plus the ontology class the tags refer

Class Ambito Funzionale, with its three subclasses, represents a further classification of the business services from a
commercial viewpoint. With respect to [1], the subclasses of
Documento have been slightly simplified.
In Figure 6, a detailed view of the relationships among
Proposal and the other classes is shown: class Proposal has one
string property (“Id Proposal”) not shown in Figure 6, which
uniquely identifies the proposal. In Figure 7, an overview of
the relationships among the different types of documents is
reported.

Figure 6.

Class Documento offerta (Proposal) and its main relationships.
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Figure 7.

Relationships among classes starting from Documento (Document) and its subclasses.

to, we added to ontology classes some rdfs:labels to store the
value that must be visualized in the GUIs. For example, as
shown in Section V and Section VI, to Italian users the class
Business Item is shown with the name “Elemento d’offerta”,
read from the label associated to that class.
Regarding the exploitation of the ontology by the automatic
classification module, we improved the information stored in
the ontology by adding more synonyms, acronyms, equivalent
definitions and generic information to classes and instances,
storing them into rdfs:labels: these terms are the elements of
the “synsets” that will be read and used by the automatic
classification module, as shown in Section VI.
V.

T HE RUNNING SYSTEM

A first prototype of the EC2 M system has been developed
at the end of 2012, based on the ontology described in Section
IV of [1], and has been tested concretely by Nacon, Nis
and Sempla to manage the documents created in 2012 (3200
documents), with 31 users. Now the system is completely
updated and running (using the new version of the ontology
presented in this paper), serving more than 600 users, and
manages a documents set that grows each year approximatively
of 3000 new items.
Some images of the GUIs are reported to give an example
of usage. The GUI form in Figure 8 is the one where the
user can add a new document, specifying: what kind of
document he is inserting (a “Presentazione”), the market (in
this case “Insurance”) and the business items the document
is about (selecting these values using drop down lists that

group the business item instances in their subclasses). In the
example, the user chooses the instances “User Experience”,
“Web development” and “Digital media strategy” from class
Attivitá professionale (instances of class Attivitá professionale
are shown in Table II). Finally, the user chooses the language
(“Italiano”).
In Figure 9, the system presents to the user the list of
the current tags that he selected plus the tags that have
been automatically added: in this case only the tag “Digital Marketing Design” from class Business Area, because all
the selected business items refer to this area, as shown in Table
III.
Note that in the ontology, labels have been added to classes
to store the term to be shown in the GUIs, because sometime
the class names are not “good to be visualized” (for example
they contain the “ ” character, or are in a different language
from the GUI one). For example, in Figure 9 the tags from
class Business Item are called “Elemento d’offerta” instead of
the standard class name.
Then, the system asks the user if he wants to add some
more tags, choosing from those connected to the already selected ones. In the example, the user chooses to add more tags
starting from the business area “Digital Marketing Design”.
So the system shows the user the possible tags, choosing from
the instances related to “Digital Marketing Design” (considering the properties with domain Business Area) in the ontology
(Figure 10). The user can add some of those tags and then
saves the document.
TABLE II.

Figure 8. First GUI form for inserting a new document with some first tags.
Screen shot.

I NSTANCES OF THE Attivitá professionale CLASS ( SUBCLASS
OF Business Item).

User Experience

Web development

Program
management
consulting
ITIL Implementation
Application Modernization
BPR

IT infrastructure
management
Business driven
development
Digital
Marketing
Brand Identity

Digital
media
strategy
Project
portfolio
management
Delivery
Methodologies
Feasibility Study
Time Material
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frequency of the synset terms found in the
previous steps. If the term is found in the title,
it is multiplied for a predefined “boost value”.
•

Figure 9. List of a manually selected tags plus those automatically added.
Screen shot.
TABLE III.
Business Item INSTANCES ASSOCIATED TO THE
“D IGITAL M ARKETING D ESIGN ” BUSINESS AREA .
User experience
Digital
Media
Strategy

Movie Design
Visual Graphic
Design

ADV Campaign
Digital
Marketing

Brand Identity
Web
Development

Figure 10. Possible new tags (left) and already associated tags (right). Screen
shot.

VI.

The algorithm that automatically extracts the semantic tags
is described with an activity diagram in Figure 12:
•

It asks the Ontology Manager (that uses Jena) the
properties list of the document type chosen in the
previous phase of the algorithm (if any);

•

For each datatype property, it calculates the possible
value analyzing with Lucene the document, searching
for the property name (or for the terms in its synset,
stored again as rdfs:labels related to the property)
followed by a value of the correct property type. This
couple is added to the set of indexes related to the
document (indexes are “not semantic” standard tags
that can be related to a document in a CMS: they
are managed directly by Alfresco apart those created
in this step, which are automatically calculated as
described and added to this set);

•

For each Object Property, it asks the Ontology Manager the instances of that Class with their related
synsets (that are the sets of rdfs:labels associated to
each instance) and for each instance:
◦ searches in the document title the terms in the
synset;
◦ searches in the document body the terms in the
synset;
◦ If at least one correspondence is found, the
instance is considered in the list of possible
candidates, and a score is calculated based on
the frequency of the synset terms found in the
previous steps. If the term is found in the title,
it is multiplied for a predefined “boost value”;

•

At the end of the loop, if the property has single cardinality, the instance with the highest score
(that is, the uniquely found instance or the instance
with a score exceeding of a predefined value, called
“DELTA”, those of the other instances) is associated
to the document while, if it has multiple cardinality,
all the instances with a score higher than a predefined
“threshold” are associated to the document;

•

Lastly, considering each instance associated to the
document in the previous steps, its data properties with
a value are added as indexes, and other instances (if
any) related by object properties are added as tags to
the document too.

T HE AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The EC2 M system is equipped with the Loader/Classifier
module, able to automatically classify a document given as
input: it is based on Lucene [34] (to interact with Alfresco for
getting the indexes and to analyze the documents, searching for
terms) and on Jena [35] (to read the ontology classes, instances
and labels). It follows an algorithm based on [36], and is used
to automatically identify the type of the input document and
the possible related tags (chosen from the ontology). These
automatically associated tags are then presented to the user
who can confirm or change them.
The UML activity diagram in Figure 11 (created following
the methodology described in [37], as for that in Figure 12)
shows the Classifier’s algorithm devoted to the identification
of the document type:
•

•

It asks the Ontology Manager (that uses Jena) the list
of Document Types (that are the subclasses of the
ontology class Documento (Document)) with their related synsets (that are the sets of rdfs:labels associated
to each class);
For each document type, it:
◦ searches in the document title the terms in the
document type synset;
◦ searches in the document body the terms in the
document type synset;
◦ If at least one correspondence is found, the
type is considered in the list of possible candidates, and a score is calculated based on the

At the end of the loop, the document type with the
highest score (that is, the uniquely found document
type or that with a score exceeding of a predefined
value, called “DELTA”, those of the other document
types) is associated to the document. If there are many
types with similar scores, none type is associated to
the document.

The “boost value” is a parameter used to give some more
importance (that, in this case, is an higher score) to a term
if it has been found in the title of a document. Its value may
range between 1 and 2. After many tests to identify the most
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Figure 11.

Activity Diagram describing the algorithm to identify the document type.

correct value for this parameter, we now use it with value 1.5.
In general, if you have a domain with documents with relevant
titles, an higher value of this parameter is recommended.
The “DELTA” parameter, as explained before, is used to
select only the instance with a score really higher then that
of the other candidates, and again has been tuned during the
tests: its value may range between 0 and 1, and we use it set
to 0.2.
Lastly, the “threshold” parameter is used to select only
a subset of the identified candidates to be proposed to the
user: at the end of the algorithm we have a list of candidates
with a score, which ranges from 0.1 (the lowest value) to 1
(the highest one), reflecting the confidence that the candidate
is really associable to the document. We use the “threshold”
parameter to choose, between them, only those with a reliable
score. Its value may range between 0 and 1, and currently this
value is set to 0.3 (as explained later in this Section).
An example is reported in Figure 13: the document in
input, “06-Portale del Credito-CR2 - Revisione PDC GOR MS.pptx”, is automatically correctly identified as a Presentazione (Presentation).
This class has two properties, as shown in Figure 7:
“Scritto In (Written In)” (single, with range Lingua (Lan-

guage)), and “Descrive Business Item (visualized as “Describe” in Figure 13)” (multiple, with range Business Item).
The algorithm correctly identifies the language (instance “Italian”) and selects three related Business Item for the property
“Describe” (“Credito al consumo”, “Credito lab”, “Credit and
risk management”).
As last step, considering that all the three Business Items
are related to the “Business Solution” instance of Business Area class (see Table I) thanks to the property
”Item appartiene ad areaB” (see Figure 5), the tag “Business
Solution” is associated to the document.
The first tests, presented in [1], gave already promising
results: considering the automatic tags extraction, those with
a threshold higher than 0.3 were correctly associated with the
document in the 95% of the executed tests. In the following
months the system has been tuned to achieve better results:
the algorithm was not modified, while the ontology has been
changed to create more complete synsets (in fact many wrong
tags associations were due to poor synsets). Now that the
ontology has been updated and revised, the percentage of
correct tags is 100% with threshold higher than 0.5, and 97%
with threshold between 0.3 and 0.5.
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Figure 12.

Activity Diagram describing the algorithm to identify the document tags.

Figure 13.

Automatically identified tags (highlighted rows) in the document used for example.
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VII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The solution that we adopted is based on a mesh-up of
many different technologies and softwares, where an ad hoc
ontology is integrated into an open-source CMS and then
deployed over a cloud platform, following the new trends
in different research areas. As shown in Sections I and II,
many solutions exist that are in some way similar to ours
(considering the adoption of a formal representation of the
domain, or for the similar overall structure) but are really
far for other aspects (different domain, different semantic
representation and expressiveness, or simply being only a
study, not a real and applied tool). It is impossible to make a
precise comparison with the other mentioned systems, because
they are commercial or not available to the community, or
because a completely new system, using the other approaches
or technologies, should be developed to be tested and compared, and this solution is not feasible. As far as we were
able to do, we adopted the open-source softwares recognized
by the users and by the research community as very reliable
and efficient ones (for example Lucene and Alfresco), while
our industrial partner chose the cloud platform making again
a detailed analysis of the available platforms (Eucalyptus and
Amazon Web Services by Amazon, OpenStack by Rackspace,
AppScale by Google), to adopt the best one for our project.
To develop our ontology, considering that it was the core of
the system, we adopted OWL, since it is one of the most
expressive language for developing ontology and that some
well working libraries to interface and manipulate it from an
external program exist (like Jena).
The EC2 M project has been fully tested in 2012 and 2013,
and showed very good results with respect to a standard
ECM system: it really helped users from different companies
better collaborate, exploiting a semantic classification of their
documentation and consequently offering a simpler searching
phase and a better support in sharing information, which was
impossible to obtain without a similar system.
The ontology is now complete and models all the document
types and contents. It has been equipped with labels to store
both “visualization information” (that are the labels that must
be visualized in the GUIs) both “synsets”. This solution was
definitely good for our system because:
•

•

it lets the system administrators simply modify some
parts of the GUIs only modifying the ontology, reducing the chance of an misalignment between the
terminology and the GUIs, and reducing the time-tomarket too
it lets simply modify the instances and their synsets, so
that the automatic classification algorithm can consequently improve its results thanks to a more complete
ontology

keeping the independence between the domain representation,
the GUIs and the automatic classification algorithm itself.
The notification of new documents to subscribed users
is done in quasi real time, as requested by these types of
applications, for the remote and mobile users too. Furthermore,
with the deployment over the cloud platform, the performances
can be enhanced with a new purchase of cloud services: with

this architecture and deployment solution the system is really
scalable.
The system has been adopted by GFT (previously Sempla),
and related companies, as their new content management
system, since it showed very good performances (thanks to the
cloud architecture), great accessibility (thanks to the mobile
access and context awareness module), high reliability in
the automatic tagging process, and high adaptability (thanks
to the adoption of the ontology as an independent domain
representation). So, it is not only a prototype, but a real and
running system that shows how these solutions coming from
the research fields (ontologies, context awareness, cloud and
CMS composed together) can actually and effectively work in
real industrial scenarios.
Furthermore, the adoption of open source technologies and
the chance of exploiting the system as a service over the cloud
platform (with a pay-per-use solution) allowed a reasonable
initial budget and a high scalability in the overall architecture,
which from the industrial viewpoint is a good “Return Of
Investment”: that is another evidence of the applicability of
these technologies in industrial systems.
As last future work, we will investigate how dealing with
the scenarios where the nodes in the EC2 M network use
different ontologies to describe and tag their documentation: in
this case, the common ontology must be anyway chosen and
defined, but ontology matching techniques may be adopted to
align the common and private ontologies before tagging and
when receiving notifications from the other nodes, to let them
keep on using their private ontology but also being able to
share documents with common tags.
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